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A discussion is given of recent advances in phase-field modeling of materials
which change phase. On one hand, general models incorporating elasticity
properties of the material, nonconserved and conserved order parameters, and
nonlocal effects are now available. On the other hand, gradient theories for
binary alloys have been developed which reflect such effects as the dependence
of capillarity on the concentration of impurities, solute trapping in its
dependence on velocity of solidification fronts, and other nonequilibrium
phenomena.

KEY WORDS: Solidification of alloys; phase field models; interfaces; nonlo-
cal effects; solidus curves; solute trappings; partition coefficient; asymptotics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Phase field approaches to the modeling of complex interfacial phenomena
in continuum mechanics have gained popularity in recent years (the
literature is too large for us to attempt a survey or even an adequate list
of references here). They are used not only as mathematical regularizations
of sharp interface models, but also as attempts to extend the modeling
process beyond the idealizations inherent in sharp-interface theories.

These models postulate one or more order parameters as indicators of
the state of the material, in addition to the usual ones such as temperature,
elastic strain, etc. The order parameters vary continuously in the medium,
including in the interfacial regions between phases, where analogous sharp
interface theories would have them discontinuous.
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In constructing appropriate evolution equations for such systems,
one generally proceeds on the basis of concepts borrowed from classical
equilibrium thermodynamics, but uses them in nonequilibrium situations.
In this respect, they are offshoots of classical irreversible thermodynamics,
and operate on the basis of analogy with simpler scenarios.

In this paper, we first (Section 2) recount a phase-field framework
based on ref. 15 designed for materials whose states are described by order
parameters, temperature, and elastic strain tensor. It allows for nonlocal
interactions. Rather than viewed as a model for specific phenomena, it is
rather to be considered a general approach which could be used in treating
more specific problems. Among notable previous works using phase field
models with elasticity effects are those of Larche� and Cahn (ref. 27, for
example).

Next, in Section 3, we consider a much less general set of models for
which there are two order parameters, namely a phase field (nonconserved)
and a concentration field (conserved). These are models for the solidification�
melting of a binary alloy. The order parameters, together with temperature,
constitute the complete local description of the material. Our main object
here is to investigate the properties of the concentration ``jump'' and surface
tension at a solidification front, as they depend on the velocity and
curvature of the front and the temperature. Our discussion begins by
describing the results in refs. 12 and 11.

In both cases, we follow an extension of the approach of classical irre-
versible thermodynamics. We begin by postulating the existence of a
Helmholtz free energy function of the state of the system, with certain
general properties. From this, we operate in analogy with more traditional
thermodynamics to define internal energy and entropy functions. Balance
equations for energy, entropy, and in one case momentum are then for-
mulated, with the entropy source written in terms of fluxes and forces.
Finally, an entropy principle of nonnegative local production of entropy is
formulated, and expressions relating the fluxes to the forces postulated
which guarantee the satisfaction of the entropy principle.

This provides equations for the time evolution of the state of the
material. These are typically partial differential equations or integro-dif-
ferential equations.

This procedure is similar (with differences) to many other phase field
modeling approaches, such as those in the papers by Alt and Pawlow(2�4)

and Umantsev.(29) Compare also Fried and Gurtin.(21)

Phase interfaces are treated differently in phase field theories than they
are in sharp interface ones. In sharp interface theories based on ther-
modynamic considerations (e.g. refs. 22, 13, and 24), the material may
consist of two, say, bulk phases with associated thermodynamic densities,
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separated by an interface with its own thermodynamic (surface) densities,
such as surface tension and excess free energy. These concepts are only
approximations to physical reality, but they conform to things which can
often be measured experimentally with some accuracy. Phase field models,
which are also only approximations to physical reality, have interfacial
regions which are less precisely defined, and less precisely delineated from
the bulk regions. Interfacial surface densities such as that of free energy are
defined only to within O(=2) terms, where = is a small parameter related to
the thickness of the interface. But except for this type of impreciseness,
correspondences can be set up between physically measurable interfacial
properties, on the one hand, and the parameters of a phase field model, on
the other.

The most important line of investigation in phase-field theories is to
discover what they say about how traditional properties of the interface
such as its surface tension, kinetic coefficient of undercooling, concentra-
tion jump, velocity, curvature and temperature, depend on each other.
Once the parameters of the theory are understood in terms of traditional
concepts in simple situations, the theory provides predictions about these
dependences in more complex scenarios as well. Among other recent
studies in this category, we merely mention the phase field model of hyper-
cooled solidification of a pure substance in ref. 7, certain nonequilibrium
effects at the solidification�melting interface in refs. 30 and 10, and the
phase field model of diffusion-induced motion of a grain boundary in ref. 9.

In this paper, we look into this issue for materials with elasticity and
(generally) nonlocal effects in Section 2, and also for the solidification of
alloys in Section 3. In the latter, the effects of high front velocity and cur-
vature on the concentration jump at the front are considered (separately).
In this case, the parameters of the model can be correlated to the surface
tension and its dependence on concentration.

2. THERMOELASTIC MATERIALS WITH NONLOCAL EFFECTS

2.1. The Framework

The material properties at each point in space-time (x� , t) # R3_R are
described in terms of temperature T, strain tensor =ij , and order parameters
,. This triple constitutes the state A=(=ij , T, ,). We also wish to consider
the effects that the entire functions T, , (for fixed time) have on remote
states, and our notation will reflect that. We think of the functions T and
, as belonging to certain Banach spaces 0T and 0, .

Besides the basic state variable A, we assume certain other physical
quantities are defined, such as internal energy density e (per unit mass),
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velocity v=(v1 , v2 , v3), heat density q, the energy density p induced by
phase transformations, and a contact force represented by _ji nj ,

3 _ ji being
components of the stress tensor and nj those of a outward unit vector on
a contacting surface. We consider only the case that the mass density *
remains a constant and there is no external body force acting on the system
during changes of state (these restrictions are relaxed somewhat in ref. 15).
Later we shall introduce a pseudo-entropy density s and Helmholtz free
energy density f as well.

2.2. Balance Laws

We begin the general theory with a sketch of the derivation of basic
balance equations, starting with that of the total energy, which is the sum
of the internal energy and kinetic energy.

In a fairly standard manner, according to the law that within any
closed volume in the solid the change of total energy is the same as the sum
of the change of heat content, the work done (by contact force), and the
change of energy due to phase change, one arrives at the total energy
balance equation in local dynamic form:

*(e* +ev i, i)+*viv* i+
1
2*vivivj, j

=*(q* +qvi, i)+_ji, jvi+_ji vi, j+*( p* + pvi, i) (1)

where the upper dot stands for the material (Lagrangian) time derivative.4

Requiring that (1) remain invariant under rigid motion of the solid,
we obtain, again in a standard way, the

Equation of motion and symmetry of the stress tensor:

_ji, j&*v* i=0, _ij=_ ji (2)

By (2) and _ij vi, j=_ij (=* ij+|* ij)=_ij=* ij , where =* ij is the symmetric part and
|* ij is the anti-symmetric part of vi, j , Eq. (1) is reduced to the

First internal energy balance equation:

*e* =*q* +_ ij=* ij+*p* (3)

Moreover the left side of (1), which represents the rate of change of the
total energy density, is reduced to *e* +*vi v* i .
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We require that the total energy be conserved in the sense that the
total energy content within an arbitrary volume in the solid can only
change if energy flows into (or out of ) the volume through its boundary.
We thereby arrive at a balance equation

*e* +*viv* i=&{ } Jtot (4)

where Jtot is the total energy density flux.
Multiplying Eq. (2)1 by vi and using the identity (_ijvi) , j=_ ij, j vi+

_ij vi, j , we obtain *viv* i=(_ijvi) , j&_ ijvi, j . Introducing this relation into (4),
we arrive at the

Second internal energy balance equation:

*e* =&{ } Je+_ ij=* ij (5)

where Je=(J1 , J2 , J3), Ji=(Jtot) i+_i: v: . Here Je is considered to be the
internal energy density flux, while _ij=* ij is the internal power supply density
induced by deformation.

2.3. Entropy and Helmholtz Free Energy

At this point we develop the concept of pseudo-entropy density and
some associated nonlocal thermodynamical principles, in order to accom-
modate nonlocal effects. We first review the classical entropy concept when
nonlocal effects are not present.

In classical irreversible thermodynamics, a physical system in a non-
equilibrium state is conceived as being divided into series of little cells
which are approximately in instantaneous equilibrium. This assumption is
called the hypothesis of local equilibrium. Entropy can therefore be defined
locally as in equilibrium thermodynamics, and is thus a local state function.
As a result, the time rate of change of the entropy density is given by the
ratio of the rate of change of heat density and the temperature, i.e.,

S4 =q* �T (6)

To incorporate possible nonlocal effects of temperature into the
theory, we introduce a generalized entropy density. For a fixed global
physical state, we assume that there is associated a function s, defined on
the space occupied by the solid, whose values are elements in the set of
functionals acting on temperature fields. As an analog to (6), we assume
that during changes of state, the rates of change s* and q* at x� are related by

q* (x� )=(s* (x� ), T) (7)
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The angular bracket pair will always denote the action of functionals on
field functions. This function s is called the pseudo-entropy density.

As a further analog of classical thermodynamics, the Helmholtz free
energy density is defined by

f (x� )=e(x� )&(s(x� ), T) (8)

From (3) and (8), we now obtain

*e* =*(s* , T) +_ij=* ij+*p* (9)

and

f4 =( &s, T4 ) +
1
*

_ij=* ij+ p* (10)

2.4. Constitutive Relations

In accordance with other phase field theories, we take the phase of the
material to be described by a continuous order parameter ,.

Equation (10) suggests that the Helmholtz free energy density be
expressible by a constitutive function f� taking the form

f (x� )= f� (=ij , [T], [,])(x� ) (11)

when nonlocal phase effects are allowed. We so assume. We now refor-
mulate (11) using a more mathematically precise terminology.

Let R3 be the space occupied by the elastic solid. Let 0T be a Banach
space of scalar field functions on R3, and 0, be a Banach space of k-com-
ponent field functions on R3. The state of the solid is described by
(=ij , T, ,), where =ij is the (local) Cauchy strain tensor, T # 0T is the tem-
perature, and , # 0, is a k-component conserved or nonconserved order
parameter that we also call a phase function.

For each x� # R3, let

f� (=ij , [T], [,])(x� ): R3_3_0T_0, � R (12)

be F-differentiable on its domain. We identify this function with f (x� ).
Dependence of our various functions on time will not be noted explicitly,
although time derivatives continue to be symbolized by dots. The variation
of f with t comes about through the t-variation of =ij , T, and ,. Thus

f4 =( fT , T4 ) + f=ij
=* ij+( f, , ,4 ) (13)
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As a result, by comparing (10) and (13), we obtain the further constitutive
relations

& fT=s, *f=ij
=_ ij , p* =( f, , ,4 ) (14)

Note that fT and f, are the partial F-derivatives of f with respect to T and
,, and f=ij

is the usual function derivative of f with respect to =ij . At each
x� # R3, fT (x� ) # 0*T and f,(x� ) # 0*, , where 0*T and 0*, are continuous dual
spaces of 0T and 0, .

Let %=1�T, T being the temperature on the Kelvin scale, positive and
bounded away from zero. Inspired by (6) and (7), we now choose the
product

%(s* , T)=q* �T (15)

in the nonlocal theory, as our analog of the quantity S4 in classical irre-
versible thermodynamics. This appears to be the most natural choice.
Multiplying (5) and (9) by % and combining the resulting equations, we
obtain, within our theory, the expression:

*%(s* , T)=&%{ } Je&*%( f, , ,4 ) (16)

2.5. Analog of Second Law

We now formulate an analog of the entropy principle in classical irre-
versible thermodynamics. First, we recall the procedure. Let * be the mass
density and S4 be the time rate of entropy density. The quantity *S4 is
decomposed in such a way that *S4 =&{ } JS+_, where JS is the entropy
flux and _ represents the time rate of local entropy production per unit
volume. As an analog of the second law in equilibrium thermodynamics, an
entropy principle which requires that _ be nonnegative during changes of
state is postulated.

As stated, the analog of S4 is now %(s* , T) . We will need to imagine the
quantity *%(s* , T) as the sum of a transport term (analogous to &{ } JS)
and a production term (analogous to _). According to (16), at a fixed
material point x� this quantity depends on the global rate of phase change,
i.e. on [,4 ]. We may speak of this dependence as giving rise to a phase-
change-induced transport and a phase-change-induced production.

Postulate. The nonlocal dependence of *%(s* , T) on [,4 ] gives rise
to a transport term for *%(s* , T) , and on the other hand the local produc-
tion term for *%(s* , T) due to phase changes depends only on the local rate
of phase change ,4 (x� ).
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Let h be the transport associated with *%(s* , T) due to the nonlocal
dependence of *%(s* , T) on [,4 ]. It follows by a global conservation law
that �R3 h=0.

In our applications, we generally assume a restriction on f, which will
in each case be shown to be natural. The assumption is that the functional
pairing expressed by the second term on the right of (16) be realized by
integration with an ordinary function. More specifically, there exists a
k-component function ` on R3 such that

* |
R3

%(x� )( f,(x� ), �) dx� =|
R3

`(x� ) �(x� ) dx� , \� # D (17)

where `(x� ) �(x� ) is the Euclidean inner product and the subset D/0, will
be specified according to applications.

Let h=*%( f, , ,4 )&`,4 . Clearly, �R3 h=0 if ,4 # D by (17). According
to the relation *%( f, , ,4 ) =h+`,4 and our stated postulate regarding the
transport and production associated with *%(s* , T) due to phase changes,
while &h is regarded as the transport, the quantity &`,4 is regarded as the
production associated with *%(s* , T) due to phase changes. We have there-
fore decomposed the last term in (16) into a transport and a production
part. We now do the same for the first term.

We observe that

&%{ } Je=&{ } (%Je)+{% } Je

thereby recognizing that &{ } (%Je) is the transport associated with
*%(s* , T) due to the flux %Je .

Combining these two production terms, in view of (16) we may take
{% } Je&`,4 to be our analog of local entropy production, and postulate:

Generalized Entropy Principle. The quantity

_={% } Je&`,4 (18)

where ` is defined in (17), is required to be nonnegative.

2.6. Evolution Laws for a General Class of Helmholtz Free
Energy Densities

Assume that the elastic solid remains in a uniform phase equilibrium
state at �. Without loss of generality, we assume that ,(x� ) � 0, as
|x� | � �. Thus , # C0(R3), the space of continuous functions (possibly vec-
tor-valued) on R3 vanishing at �. We shall restrict our consideration to
material dynamics with the property that the rate of phase change decays
rapidly to zero in the far field.
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Let |:|=:1+:2+:3 , where :=(:1 , :2 , :3) is the multi-index of the
partial differential operator D:. Suppose that 0,=C m

0 (R3)=[, # C0(R3) |
D:, # C0(R3), \ |:|�m]. C m

0 (R3) is a Banach space with the norm defined
by &,&=� |:|�m &D:,&sup . Let D0/C0(R3) be a collection of continuous
functions considered rapidly decaying at � (e.g. D0 is the set of continuous
functions with compact support). In accordance with the spatially rapidly
decaying feature of ,4 , we require D:,4 # D0 , \ |:|�m.

Assume that the Helmholtz free energy density is given by

f (x� )= f� (x� , =ij , [T], [,])= f� (x� , =ij , [T], [D,]) (19)

where the symbol D, denotes the collection of all possible derivatives of ,
of order �m. Let m* be the number of them. The notation f� (..., [�� ]) will
be used below, where �� =(�:), |:|�m, is an m*-tuple of functions in
C0(R3). This function will be assumed F-differentiable on R3_R3_3_
0T_(C0(R3))m*.

By (19) and the chain rule, we have

f� ,(x� , =ij , [T], [,])= :
|:|�m

f� �:
(x� ) b D:

Hence

|
R3

%(x� )( f� ,(x� ), ,4 ) dx� =|
R3

:
|:|�m

%(x� )( f� �:
(x� ), D:,4 ) dx�

We restrict to the case that for each fixed %, a bounded continuous function
on R3, and :, there exists a (smooth enough) function `: such that

* |
R3

%(x� )( f� �:
(x� ), .) dx� =|

R3
`:(x� ) .(x� ) dx� (20)

where D:� # D0 , \ |:|�m. Since D:,4 � 0 rapidly as |x� | � 0, by integration
by parts,

* |
R3

%(x� )( f� ,(x� ), ,4 ) dx� =|
R3

:
|:|�m

(&1) |:| (D:`:)(x� ) ,4 (x� ) dx� (21)

According to (17), we have that the function ` appearing in the generalized
entropy principle (18) takes the form

`= :
|:|�m

(&1) |:| D:`: (22)
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In accordance with the principle (18) and with the Curie principle, we
propose the following linear phenomenological relations designed to ensure
that each term on the right of (18) be nonnegative:

Je=&A{T, ,4 =&c :
|:|�m

(&1) |:| D:`: (23)

where A is a non-negative definite matrix and c�0. Here (23)2 is the phase
field evolution equation.

For example when f� depends locally and quadratically on only the first
order spatial derivatives of , and this dependence is positive definite, then
the corresponding function �̀ : with |:|=1 is linear in those first order
derivatives, and we obtain a 2nd order elliptic operator on , on the right
of (23)2 .

By (5), (9) and (23)1 , we obtain the the internal conduction equation,

(s* , T)+( f, , ,4 ) ={ } (A{T ) (24)

The system of basic equations governing the evolutions of state of the
multi-phase elastic solid consist of (24), (23)2 and (2)1 . This system of
basic equations is complemented by initial conditions and conditions in the
far field.

Note that any choice of _s is potentially permissible as long as
%(s* , T)=_s+h, where h is such that �R3 h=0, but the choice given is in
some sense the most natural.

When the elastic solid is quasi-static, the equation (2)1 becomes _ ji, j=0.
We assume the elastic solid is quasi-static in the rest of this section.

2.7. Interfaces for Gradient Theories with Local Dependence

A dimensionless local Helmholtz free energy density function is now
postulated. The previous notation for dimensional variables is still used to
denote the corresponding dimensionless variables. We take , to be a non-
conserved one-component order parameter whose range is in [0, 1].

We first assume that (0ij , 1, ,o) is the stress-free equilibrium state of
the reference configuration of the solid, used in defining the strain tensor.
We restrict ourselves to changes of state in which the temperature changes
and deformations are small and slow, so that the linear theory of thermo-
elasticity can be applied. Moreover, the elastic solid is assumed to be quasi-
static homogeneous isotropic. The dimensionless Helmholtz free energy
density is assumed to be of the form

f (=ij , T, ,)= f0(T, ,)+ 1
2=2 |{,| 2+ fel (=ij , T, ,) (25)
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with

fel (=ij , T, ,)==[ 1
2*=2

::+G= ij=ij&b1(T&1) =::&b2(,&,o) =::] (26)

where the dilatation =:: is the trace of of =ij , = is a small parameter, * and
G are Lame� constants, and b1 and b2 are two positive constants. All
parameters are dimensionless. The bulk free energy density f0(T, ,) is a
quadratic function of T when , is fixed, while it is a smooth double-well
function of , such that it is convex on R"(q0 , q1) for some interval
(q0 , q1)/(0, 1), for every T fixed. For each given T, f0(T, ,) has two
minima at ,\(T ), and it has equal minima at ,\(T) if and only if T={c .
In addition, we assume

l� 0= f0T
({c , ,&({c))& f0T

({c , ,+({c))>0 (27)

and f0({c , ,) is symmetric about 1
2 (,&({c)+,+({c)). The l� 0 , the difference

of internal energy densities of two phases at the temperature {c , is under-
stood as the latent heat density. For convenience, we also assume that the
constant mass density * is 1 and the dimensionless internal conductivity is
also 1.

We now let

cv(,)=&f0TT
(T, ,), @0(,)= f0(1, ,)& f0T

(1, ,) (28)

Then cv(,) represents the O(1) specific heat of the solid at the phase , and
@0(,) is the O(1) internal energy density of the solid at T=1 and phase ,.
By (14)2 , the stress tensor is given by

_ij==[*=::$ij+G=ij&b1(T&1) $ij&b1(,&,o) $ ij] (29)

Using (29) and the basic equations in the previous subsection, also
following the widely used simplification in thermo-elasticity that the inter-
nal energy conduction equation is linearized so that the coefficients of T4
and ,4 in it are independent of T, we have

cv(,) T4 &{2T=&@0,
(,) ,4 &=2{, } {,4 &=b1=* ::+=b2=::,4

=2:,4 =&%f0,
(T, ,)+=2{ } (%{,)&=b2%=:: (30)

where : represents a dimensionless relaxation time. We shall assume that
the displacement vector is induced from a displacement potential function.
Then

=::=
1

*+2G
[b1(T&1)+b2(,&,o)] (31)
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In view of the linearization of internal energy conduction,

l0=@0(,+({c))&@0(,&({c)) (32)

approximates the dimensionless latent heat density defined in (27). Since the
energy density is defined up to a constant, we choose that @0(,+({c))= 1

2 l0 .
We shall now summarize the implications of (30) regarding interface

conditions of Gibbs�Thomson type. We first identify the ``phase zero''
region with [x� : ,(x� )<q0] and ``phase one'' region with [x� : ,(x� )>q1].
Assume that the transition layer between the phase zero region and phase
one region is of width O(=). Define the phase interface surface by the level
set 7(t; =)=[x� : ,(x� , t; =)=h� ], where h� # (q0 , q1)/(0, 1).

To pursue an asymptotic layer analysis, we assume that

T=T0+=T1+O(=2), ,=,0+=,1+O(=2) (33)

when away from 7(t; =). Near 7(t; =), we define the local coordinates
(s1 , s2 , r) by

x� =x� (s1 , s2 , r)=p(s1 , s2)+rn(s1 , s2) (34)

where p is a re-parameterization of the phase interface surface and n is the
unit normal vector toward the phase one region. The stretched local
coordinates are defined by (s1 , s2 , z), where z=r�=. The temperature and
phase parameter are expressed in terms of stretched local coordinates, T=
T� (s1 , s2 , z) and ,=,� (s1 , s2 , z), in a close neighborhood of 7(t; =) and we
assume

T� =T� 0+=T� 1+O(=2), ,� =,� 0+=,� 1+O(=2) (35)

The O(1) and O(=) inner and outer basic equations of temperature and
phase parameter are obtained by plugging in (30) the inner and outer =
expansions of T and ,, i.e. (35) and (33), and equating terms of the same
order. By solving O(1) inner basic equations, we obtain T� 0={c and
,� 0=�(z). Let

#(z)=|
z

0
@0(�(z$)) dz$+

1
2 |

z

0
�2

z(z$) dz$

A=|
R

�2
z(z$) dz$

B=|
R _&

1
{c

f0,
({c , �(z$))+ f0,T

({c , �(z$))+
1
{c

�zz(z$)&
_�z(z$) z$dz$+

1
{c

A

9=|
R _&

1
{c

f0,
({c , �(z$))+ f0,T

({c , �(z$))&
1
{c

�zz(z$)& �z(z$) #(z$) dz$
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By the matching conditions of inner and outer temperature fields and
phase fields and a solvability condition that the O(=) inner phase parameter
equation has to satisfy, we arrive at

T1 |7\
&l� &1

0 BT� 0r
|7\

&2H0 l� &1
0 A&l� &1

0 Rel

=&v0 _|
\�

0
(@0(�(z))� 1

2 l0) dz� 1
4A+:{c l� &1

0 A+l� &1
0 9� 1

2 l0 l� &1
0 B&

(36)

where T1 | 7\
and T� 0r

| 7\
are the limits of T1 and the normal derivatives of

T0 when 7 is approached from both sides in the normal direction, l� &1
0 is

the reciprocal of l� 0 and

Rel=
b1b2

*+2G
({c&1)[,0]7+

b2
2

*+2G \1
2

[,2
0]7&|

R
,� o�z+ (37)

Here ,� o is the reference phase parameter in the stretched local coordinates near
the phase interface, [,0]7=,+({c)&,&({c) and [,2

0]7=,2
+({c)&,2

&({c).
Equation (36) is the Gibbs�Thomson relation that characterizes the

mechanics of the phase interface. This relation connects the phase front
normal velocity v0 to the temperature on both sides of the phase interface,
the mean curvature H0 of the phase interface surface, the relaxation time :,
the latent heat density l� 0 (l0), the phase interface surface tension represented
by A, and an elastic effect represented by Rel (all, except for the temperature,
to lowest order). The typical kinetic under-cooling (super-heating) condition
is recovered when the temperature is constant in a neighborhood of a flat
phase interface and the elastic effect is ignored.

2.8. Interfaces with Nonlocal Dependence

As a non-local analog to the local Helmholtz free energy density func-
tion in (25), the term 1

2=2 |{,|2 is replaced by the following quadratic
integral operator acting on ,:

|
R3

J=(x� &y� , T(x� ), T( y� ))(,( y� )&,(x� ))2 dy�

where J=(x� , {1 , {2)=(1�=3) J(x� �=, {1 , {2), and the influence function J is
smooth. Moreover, J is even in x� and quadratic in {1 and {2 such that
J(x� , {1 , {2)=J(x� , {2 , {1) with certain decay properties as |x� | � �. Besides
nonlocality, this replacement allows a great deal of anisotropy through the
function J.
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Basic equations can be formulated as was done previously. To develop
the asymptotics, we use a coordinate system tied to the interface and write

k(_1 , _2 , _3 , {1 , {2)=J(_1 ps1
+_2ps2

+_3n, {1 , {2) (38)

where psi
=(���s i) p for i=1, 2. In addition, we assume ,\({c)=1, 0,

�R3 k(_1 , _2 , _3 , {1 , {2) d_1 d_2 d_3=1, and f0,,
({c , ,)<2$, where $=

|det(ps1
, ps2

, n)|, for all , # R.
By an asymptotic layer analysis the same as Section 2.7, we obtain the

O(1) and O(=) inner and outer equations of T and ,. The O(1) inner basic
equations are solvable under the assumed conditions. We therefore obtain,
T� 0(s1 , s2 , z)={c and ,� (s1 , s2 , z)=�*(z). Again, by a solvability condition
that the O(=) inner equation of the phase parameter has to satisfy, a
Gibbs�Thomson relation analogous to (36) is obtained. It takes the form

T1 |7\
&l� &1

0 B*T� 0r
|7\

&l� &1
0 |

R
|�z*&l� &1

0 Rel

=&v0 _&|
\�

0
zg(z) dz+:{c l� &1

0 A*+l� &1
0 9*+l� &1

0 B* |
\�

0
g(z) dz&

(39)

where A*=�R �z*
2 , the symbols such as B*, 9* and g are given by com-

plicated expressions involving k, �*, f0 , q, and some of their derivatives
(see ref. 14 for their expressions), and Rel is given by (37).

The curvature effect in this case is embodied in the term � |�z*; here
the function |(z) is expressed by a sum of integrals involving the first and
second fundamental forms of the interfacial surface, and their derivatives
along that surface. The effect of curvature is more complicated than one is
accustomed to expect from the usual Gibbs�Thomson relation. Part of the
reason is that we have not assumed isotropy of the influence function J.5

3. BINARY ALLOYS

During the process of solidification of an alloy, it is important to be
able to predict the composition of the material on the solid and liquid sides
of the phase interface. Generally they differ from one another, and depend
on the temperature, velocity, and curvature of the interface.

Well documented equilibrium phase diagrams for a great number of
alloys provide this information when the rate of solidification, hence the
velocity of the solidification front, is small enough.
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At higher velocities, the picture is not so well known. As the velocity
increases, the jump in concentration decreases; this is the solute trapping
effect. The concentration may even be subject to an oscillatory instability.
There are various nonequilibrium theories which address the question of
how the compositional change at the phase interface depends on velocity, as
well as temperature. Notable among them are the classical theories of Baker
and Cahn(6) and of Aziz and coworkers (see for example ref. 5), the Cahn�
Hilliard-type theory of Langer and Sekerka, (26) and the more recent phase
field theories of Ahmad, Wheeler, Boettinger, and McFadden(31, 32, 1) and the
authors.(12) See ref. 8 for a phase field model without trapping. Conti(17, 18)

has made numerical studies of trapping based on phase field models.
Oscillatory phenomena were studied in the context of sharp interface

models such as that of Aziz in refs. 20, 28, 25, and 23, and numerically in
a phase-field context in ref. 19.

A more complete review of solute trapping can be found in ref. 1.
When it comes to modeling alloy solidification with phase and concen-

tration fields, a crucial issue arises concerning the relative magnitudes of
the gradients of the two fields within the solidification front; or equivalently
the relative thickness of the concentration jump interface, as compared
with that of the solid-liquid phase interface. In most of the existing theories,
either it is assumed implicitly that the two interfaces coincide, or the ques-
tion does not arise. In ref. 26 a model was built consisting of a concentra-
tion field alone; the phase of the material was thought of as being tied to
the concentration field, with intermediate states existing between solid and
liquid. In ref. 32, concentration and phase fields were postulated, and the
Helmholtz free energy contained gradients of both fields. The ratio of the
coefficients of such gradient terms effectively determine the ratio of the two
interface thicknesses, except that the concentration interface is always at
least as thick as the phase interface. In ref. 12, this model was generalized
in several ways and extensive asymptotic approximations constructed.
In this latter paper, the question of relative size of the two interfaces was
left open, and asymptotic analyses performed under several different
assumptions, including the case when they are the same size.

In ref. 1 a two-field phase field model was constructed and studied
with no gradient terms for the concentration, thus effectively assuming that
the two interfaces coincide. Such a model was analyzed numerically in
ref. 18. Good agreement was found between this model and the Aziz con-
tinuous growth model(5) in some cases, in the sense that when parameters
in the two models are correlated in a certain way, they both predict almost
the same relation between the partition coefficient and the front velocity.

The issue of the relative interface thicknesses is difficult to resolve
experimentally. Molecular dynamical simulations such as in ref. 33 have
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also been generally unsuccessful in settling this issue. They can best be
performed in regimes where little light is shed on the question. It has been
difficult to simulate conditions under which the maximal deviation of the
concentration in the liquid from that in the solid does not occur at the edge
of the phase interface.(16) For these reasons, we have left this issue open in
ref. 12, allowing a range of possible relative thicknesses.

In this section, we describe the phase-field model used in ref. 12, as
well as its implications on how the velocity and curvature of the solidifica-
tion front affects the concentrations at the solid and liquid sides of the
front. The model, a generalization of the one in ref. 32, involves two small
phase-field-type interaction parameters = and $. The first has physical
relevance regarding the magnitude of the surface tension of the front, and
the second is strongly related to the question of how the surface tension
depends on concentration.

3.1. Basic Formulation and Evolution Equations

The material in question is now a binary alloy describable, at each
point, by the values of the temperature T, the mole fraction c of solute in
the alloy, and a continuous scalar phase order parameter ,, representing
liquid and solid at the two extremes ,=&1 and ,=1. We neglect volume
changes in the solidification process and consider the molar volume of both
components of the alloy to be equal to some average value.

As in Section 2.1, we begin with an assumed Helmholtz free energy
density. This time it is of the form

f $(,, c, T, {,, {c)= f (,, c, T )+=� 2 |{,| 2+$� 2 |{c|2 (40)

Here the only type of nonlocality we have is in the gradients of , and c.
Gradient terms are well known to be associated with the surface free
energy of interfaces.

The bulk part f of f $ is merely required to satisfy the general condi-
tions that it be convex as a function of c and that its second derivative with
respect to T be negative (positive heat capacity). However, it will be con-
venient to use a prototypical form for an ideal solution:

f (,, c, T )=(1&c) fA(,, T )+cfB(,, T )+
RT
vm

[(1&c) ln (1&c)+c ln c]

(41)

Clearly fA and fB are the free energies of the two pure materials, represented
by c=0 and c=1, respectively. Here R is the gas constant and vm is the
molar volume.
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We now define the entropy s$=&(�f $��T ),, c and the internal energy
e$= f $+Ts$. Both of these latter quantities will in general involve gradient
terms similar to those in (40).

The equations of evolution of our system follow from (i) the energy
and entropy balance equations, (ii) linear relations between the ther-
modynamic forces and fluxes, and (iii) the requirement that the local
entropy production be nonnegative. This is in accord with the procedure of
classical irreversible thermodynamics.

We make some simplifications, such as neglecting the gradient terms
in the internal energy and the cross effects in the transport matrix. We non-
dimensionalize using typical values of latent heat, heat capacity, and ther-
mal diffusivity to obtain dimensionless partial differential equations of the
form

:=\,t==2{2,&F(,, c, �), \et={2�,
1

L
ct={D{(g&$2{2c)

(42)

Here F and g are dimensionless versions of (1�T )(�f��,) and (1�T )(�f��c)
respectively, e and � are dimensionless internal energy and temperature, =2

and $2 are dimensionless versions of (=� 2�T ) and of ($� 2�T ), and \ is a
dimensionless characteristic velocity, which governs the time scale. Also L

is the Lewis number (the ratio of mass to thermal diffusivity in the liquid)
and D is a mass diffusivity, a function of , and c which varies greatly in
order of magnitude from liquid (,=&1) to solid (,=1). Let *>>1 be the
ratio Dliq �Dsol , assumed to be constant. The parameter : appearing on the
left of (42)1 is a dimensionless combination proportional to +&1, where +
is a kinetic undercooling material constant, namely the proportionality
constant in the expression

V=+(Tm&T )

relating the velocity V of a planar solidification front for the pure material
``A'' to the deviation of its temperature from the melting temperature Tm .

We have thus identified all the parameters in (42) except = and $ with
traditional material constants. In the next section, we do the same with
these remaining ones.

3.2. Layers and Interfaces; Significance of = and $

We are interested in solutions of these equations (42) which depict
solid and liquid regions with interfaces between them. Near the interfaces,
there will in general be an abrupt change in c as well as ,. Our method is
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to use standard layer perturbation techniques to develop inner and outer
approximations based in part on parameters = and $, both of which we
assume to be small.

As was brought out above, concepts traditionally associated with
physical properties of interfaces can be naturally associated also with the
parameters in (42).

In this vein, there is a basic question as to the physical meaning which
should be assigned to the parameters =� , $� , hence to =, $. In phase field
models of a pure material, the gradient term appearing second on the right
of (40) is well known to be associated with surface tension and capillarity
effects. In fact, a standard layer analysis, based on the smallness of =,
applied to a hypothetical dimensionless Helmhotz free energy function
f (,, T )+=2 |{,|2, with f a double well function of ,, leads to the following
expression for the excess surface free energy associated with the interface:

_0== |
�

&�
82

z(z) dz

where z=r�= is a coordinate representing scaled signed distance from the
interface (r=signed distance). Here 8(z) is the dominant part (lowest
order approximation to) the phase field ,, when expressed in terms of the
scaled coordinates. This dominant part turns out to be independent of
position on the interface and of time; thus _0 as given above can indeed be
thought of as a material constant. Typically, 8 is like an arctan function
of z.

In the present case, when interfacial free energy terms come from the
gradient of c as well, as in (40), the corresponding expression for the excess
free energy will be

_== |
�

&� _82
z(z)+

$2

=2 C 2
z(z)& dz (43)

where C is concentration c, written in terms of the scaled inner coordinates.
Approximate expressions for 8 and C can be obtained from (42) by

singular perturbation methods. The problem really has four independent
small parameters: =, $, L, 1�*, plus a parameter \ which can be of any
order of magnitude. The approximate expression for 8(z) is, under
reasonable assumptions, independent of the parameters, but the one for C
is quite parameter-dependent.

In ref. 12, the authors made an extensive lowest-order asymptotic
analysis of the interfacial structure for various ratios r$=$�=, including
the limiting case r$=0. In one general parameter regime with r$>>1, the
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function , at the interface varies on the scale of =, whereas the change in
c occurs on the scale of $.(32) In this case, an expression of the following
type is found for the surface tension:

_=S(�, =, $) (44)

where � is the temperature at the solidification front. If we assume that the
concentration c is small, then its value at the front is bracketed by the
solidus and liquidus concentrations, which are both given approximately
by linear functions of �. Thus we may invert these linear functions to
obtain, in order of magnitude, c as a function of �. Putting them into (44),
we obtain, again in order of magnitude, the dependence of _ on c and $.
In short, the dependence of _ on c itself depends on $, and we can charac-
terize $ as regulating or measuring how much the surface tension varies as
a function of c.

This variation is a physical phenomenon giving some meaning to the
parameter $. The specific expression comes out to be

_r_A S1(c)+$ } S2(c) (45)

where _A is the surface tension of the pure material with c=0. If we know
this value and also know what _ is at another value, say c=0.1, then this
gives us an order-of-magnitude estimate for the parameter $, which will of
course depend on the alloy. Using Ni�Cu data, one may estimate that $�=
is large in that case.

Thus we may associate = with the surface tension of the pure material
``A,'' and $ with a measure of how strongly it varies with c.

3.3. Curvature Effects on the Concentration Jump

Since phase-field models provide interfaces whose properties may be
derived by asymptotic analysis, they provide a source of models in situa-
tions where the correct physical laws may not be entirely evident. One such
law is the manner in which the solidus and liquidus curves, giving the tem-
perature as a function of concentration on the two sides of the solidifica-
tion front, are affected by the speed and curvature of the front. We call
these effects the kinetic phase diagram, which is what materials scientists
would like to have. Typically the planar case diagrams are derived on the
basis of the sharp interface models of Aziz, but the curvature corrections
are added in the form of a Gibbs�Thomson effect without an underlying
theory.
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When the front is planar and stationary, equilibrium theory provides
the concentrations cl (�) and cs(�) by the common-tangent construction:

fl (cl , �)& fs(cs , �)=Q(cl&cs), Q=
�f l

�c } c=cl

=
�fs

�c } c=cs

(46)

If fl and fs are given strictly convex functions of c for each �, these
equations give unique values of cl (�) and cs(�), hence of the partition
coefficient

k(�)=
cs(�)
c l (�)

(47)

This law (46) is also a conclusion of phase-field theory, again via
asymptotic analysis, when we identify fl (c, �)= f (&1, c, �), fs(c, �)=
f (1, c, �). Corrections due to curvature are readily derived the same way,
and the result is

fl (cl , �)& fs(cs , �)=Q(cl&cs)&}_, Q=
�f l

�c } c=cl

=
�fs

�c } c=cs

(48)

where } is the sum of principal curvatures of the interface, and _ is propor-
tional to its surface tension. This provides a curvature correction to the
common tangent construction in (46).

3.4. Velocity Effects on the Concentration Jump

The concentration jump at a solidification front decreases as the
velocity of the front increases. This trapping effect is inherent in phase field
models. Although it occurs at all values of the ratio r$=$�= considered so
far, (32, 12, 1) the last paper concentrating on the case r$=0), the law by
which the jump depends on speed is very much affected by the magnitude
of r$. Here we give some results in the case r$>>1.

In order to isolate the kinetic from other effects in our consideration,
we treat planar interfaces with known velocity V. We suppose that the
melting temperature TmA of the pure substance ``A'' is greater than that for
``B,'' so that the partition coefficient k<1 (this is the case referred to by the
relevant literature in our references). We define an important characteristic
velocity

V1=
c0(1&c0) Dcs

X$
(49)
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where c0 is the concentration at the phase interface, X is a characteristic
macrolength, and Dcs is the mass diffusivity of the solid. In terms of the
coefficient D appearing in (42), this constant would be given by the rela-
tions D(c)=Dcs c(1&c) in the solid alloy, and D(c)=*Dcs c(1&c) in the
liquid.

Recall that *>>1, and consider now the range of velocities

V1<<V<<*V1 (50)

This is the range in which we most clearly see the dependence of the
(kinetic) liquidus and solidus curves on the velocity.

In this range, the concentration profile in the interfacial region can be
found by asymptotic analysis of (42)3 on the basis of the smallness of $ and
of V1 �V. It is found that c varies spatially on the scale of $ on the liquid
side of the interface, and on a smaller scale of (V1 �V )1�3 on the solid side.
Moreover by matching this profile with an asymptotic analysis of the thinner
phase interface (with width O(=)), we can determine the approximate
values of c on both sides of the concentration interface. Their difference, i.e.
the concentration jump, and the partition coefficient k, are given by

2c=O(V1 �V )1�3; k=1&O(V1 �V )1�3 (51)

Other cases which can be readily analyzed are these:

When V<<V1 , then (approximately) the concentration is given by its
equilibrium values (common tangent construction) on the two sides of the
concentration interface.

When V>>V2 , then to a good approximation, there is no jump in the
concentration at the interface.

In terms of the solute trapping effect, we can say that these last two
cases represent no trapping and complete trapping respectively, whereas
the intermediate case yields partial trapping, and in particular (51) gives
the extent of it as a function of the velocity V.

The same methods can be used(12) under many other assumptions
about the ratio r$, even when r$=$=0.(1)

It is relevant to ask how these kinetic effects alter the common tangent
construction (46). It is replaced by more general response functions that
define the kinetic phase diagram in terms of the driving force for solute
redistribution and the driving force for solidification. Both of them follow
by integrating the governing field equations. Explicit forms of these
response functions are given in ref. 1 (for $=0) and in ref. 11 for =<<$.
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4. DISCUSSION

In nonequilibrium studies of materials which change phase, there are
areas which lack hard and fast theoretical and experimental underpinning.
In some cases, phase-field concepts provide possible frameworks for
building models to aid in our understanding of these phenomena. They in
fact may suggest topics for experimental investigation. These modeling
efforts proceed, as in many natural scientific disciplines, on the basis of
analogy with concepts and principles in fields where they are more firmly
grounded.

In this paper we have illustrated this modeling process by reviewing its
application to materials which change phase in the presence of effects due
to thermoelasticity, nonlocal influences, thermal gradients, and changing
composition of an alloy.

The ultimate goal is to develop some understanding of the basic physi-
cal processes involved. As in all modeling efforts, comparisons between the
predictions and hypotheses of different models are of the utmost impor-
tance. In this respect we have focussed on implications of phase-field
models on conditions at interfaces, thus enabling some comparison with
sharp interface models.

In the case of highly nonequilibrium alloy solidification, models
abound but more experimental studies are needed to cast light on their
validity.
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